FAQs

1) **When does admission start?**

   Early Bird admission at FPS A-Level starts in December while the regular admission process commences in July.

2) **What does FPS A’Level look for in a prospective student?**

   FPS A-Level celebrates individuality and therefore we review each application separately to get a sense of that student’s particular combination of strengths. There are some qualities we hope all FPSonians share: integrity, a deep interest in learning and a devotion to both academic and non-academic pursuits. Many students also bring distinctive academic and extracurricular talents and achievements. Beyond those fundamental qualities, we consider how each candidate might contribute to the community at large.

3) **What is the best time to apply?**

   It is better if a student applies during Early-Bird admission in order to confirm their place.

4) **Does FPS A-level offer academic or sports scholarships?**

   We offer financial aid to students on basis of merit and athletics. For more details please refer to the Financial Aid section in the current tab.

5) **How many A-Level subjects do students have to take?**

   Three (3)

6) **What subjects are compulsory to take?**

   English General Paper is mandatory for all students.

7) **What extracurricular activities does the school offer to its students?**

   FPS A-Level encourages a balance between academics and extracurricular activities, with many options available, including sports, community service, and clubs like leadership, music, literary, debate and drama. We also have several competitions on campus and interschool.

8) **What is the consequence if a student is found breaking rules?**

   We have a disciplinary committee who examines and investigates each case. Consequences vary depending on the intensity and frequency of such acts. Students are encouraged to follow school expectations to avoid suspensions and expulsion.